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All items on our websites are listed in UK sizes, except for those on our US and Canadian websites that are displayed in US sizes. Each product has a Design and Fit description against it that shows information about the fit of the garment as well as the size that the model wears. Unless otherwise stated,
our sizes are correct in size. We also have women's and men's size charts available in each product description to help you find the best size for you. By Liz Hull for MailOnline and Larissa Brown for the Daily Mail Updated: 08:30 BST, 16 February 2012 One size fits all? Fitting rooms can be a nightmare
when you don't know what size you've dragged armies of dresses into the locker room, only to find the size that suits you in the last store no longer makes it over your hips. It may be known as vanity sizes, but the High Street trick understated the size of the garment to make shoppers feel slimmer leaves
most of us are disappointed rather than flattered. However, help is at hand - after one shopper became so fed up with the confusion in the dressing room that she developed a website that tells women what size will fit them in every store.Computer programmer Anna Powell-Smith has created what size I
am? the website after reading an article that criticized stores for their misleading labelling. The program asks women to enter their bust, waist and hip measurements and then calculates that the size of the dresses they need to go to a range of High Street retailers, including Marks and Spencer, Next and
zara. And it also suggests which stores are likely to have something suitable, so shoppers can avoid hunting for dress whistles if the Warehouse is going to offer a better fit. Miss Powell-Smith has adapted the website for smartphones so that women can use the calculator while driving. Perhaps
surprisingly, when she analyzed the measurements it is not necessarily the most expensive or the most fashionable stores that offer slim fits. She found that Next has the smallest sizes on the High Street, while the size of ten in Whistles, zara or reiss is actually more than ten in ASOS, Monsoon or MHS.
A typical size 12 in Reiss, for example, is about two inches more on the bust, waist and hips than on the Next.Women with 28-inch waist-buying clothes in Jaeger will need to opt for a size ten but will need to purchase a size 12 on Next, while those who buy a size 16 in Dorothy Perkins are about three
inches smaller around the hips than those who chooses the same size in Jaeger. Huge discrepancy: As the High Street measures up to Miss Powell-Smith said: As everyone who has ever bought clothes knows, High Street sizes are completely crazy. You can easily be a size eight in one store, and a size
14 in another, and impossible your size without a lot of zip-controversy. In the UK, the size 16 on Jaeger has a bust of 42.3in, waist 34.6in 34.6in 44.9 inches. The size 16 in Banana Republic has a bust of 38.5 inches, a waist of 30.3 inches and a hip of 40.5 inches. It's a four inch difference, and it's not
uncommon. The data also showed that MHS and Karen Millen offer clothes for a more pear-shaped customer, while TopShop and Oasis cater for less curvy, more boyish figures. Miss Powell-Smith, whose website can be found on sizes.darkgreener.com, added: 'I was interested to see different body
shapes flattered by the different stores. Overall, Banana Republic and Warehouse are best prepared, and LK Bennett and zara cut for an established waistline.'Vanity size has been common on the High Street for at least the past seven years. In 2005, Jane Shepherdson, then director of fashion at
TopShop, said that changing body types needed to be reflected. She said: It is well documented that women have gotten more over the last few years. Increase online calculator What size am I? will generate the right size in different stories, using your measurements women don't have small waists
anymore, they have bigger busts, we're fed more, we eat more now, so we need to respond to that. It is certainly true that British women have changed shape amazingly in 50 years. A national size study found that the average waist measurement has grown from 27.5 inches to 34 inches over the past
five decades. The hips are usually 1.5 inches wider by 40.5 inches and the bust has increased by the same amount to 38.5 inches. BSI introduced standardized clothing sizes in 1982 that allow for leeway of up to an inch and a half, but stores are not required to follow these guidelines. A EU committee
was set up five years ago to investigate the possibility of forcing retailers to use standard measurements under the law, but no plans have yet been announced. Visit What size am I? For more information what size are you? Some examples of discrepancies on the High Street From the first day to a new
job at a wedding, important milestones are marked while wearing a suit. This is not only the tailoring cornerstone of a hard-working wardrobe, but also something you will appeal to throughout your life. The question of finding the perfect suit is worth considering, and our tailor guide has been designed to
make the process easy for you. From detailed information about lapels and cuffs to various fits of suits and shirts, our expert advice will lead you to this perfectly equipped signature suit. The art of wearing tailoring is good right here... Denim is arguably a favorite fashion manufacturer and the right jeans is
not only a reliable wardrobe needed, but the key to a multi-successful look. This season we have focused on our collection of jeans, expanding the range in accordance with the lifestyle of the modern Our own team of designers is working on a source of fabrics that promise to keep their form wear after
wear and takes dye techniques that Proved to keep their color no matter how many times they wash. Discover the SS18 collection and the details that define each style in our denim guide. We present the facts and make the search for the perfect pair - and your personal denim DNA - an informed
process.   Stevie's skinny reiss jeans are the home's signature, seamless in style and designed for medium height. They are made from a super-stretch fabrication that sits neatly on the ankle, and they are finished with a signature branded metal equipment and a classic design of five pockets. Raven
jeans are cut into light-worn straight leg and they are designed to sit just above the ankle. Fashion oriented take on weekend classics, they are the only style in the SS18 collection with low waist height, and they come in light washing shade as well as dark indigo. Cut from a soft denim stretch to sit high at
the waist and fall for the trend of wide, cropped legs, Leo jeans in this season's most fashion-oriented denim silhouette. They finished with the signature logo of branded equipment and they champion the classic 5-pocket design. Made of super stretch denim to sit high at the waist, Patti's skinny jeans cut a
sleek silhouette. Detailed simply with belt loops at the waist, no pocket details and matte black metal zippers on the side, they master modern minimalism at its best. Harley jeans are inspired by classic biker styles and have ribbed panels on the back belt and knees. They are cut from covered stretch
denim for a skinny fit and are designed to sit low at the waist. The raised seam details the appearance. Reiss Men's Shoes UK 7 8 9 10 11 12 Europe 41 42 43 44 45 46 USA 8 9 10 11 12 13 Reiss Men's Clothing XS S M L XL XXL Breast 3 6 38 8 40 42 44 46 Waist 30 32 34 36 38 40 Hip 37.7 39.5 41.5
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